Products + Services
Liner Hanger Systems

Completion Packers

TIW manufactures and sells a complete line of downhole
tools for setting and cementing liners over a wide range
of depths, weights, and sizes. Mechanical or hydraulic
set hangers together with packers, set shoes, float collars,
landing collars, liner extension assemblies, pack off
bushings, packer bore receptacles, and other tools can
be combined to meet the conditions of any well,
anywhere in the world.

TIW continues to respond to the oil and gas industry with
a complete line of innovative completion tools designed
for maximum flexibility, simplicity and reliability. Whether
the application requirement is production, stimulation,
gravel pack or testing, TIW has a field-proven packer to
meet the challenge.

Expandable Systems
TIW has a wealth of experience across the globe in
expandable systems and industry-proven expandable
technology including conventional liner casing
applications and straddle-pack type systems. Expandable
systems have also proven an effective tool in extending
production capabilities in older developed fields.

TIW® Kelly Valves
TIW is the original designer and manufacturer of balltype Safety and Kelly valves. Our strict adherence to
API specifications along with our quality requirements
ensures our customers that TIW valves are the highest
quality valves in the market.
TIW Class I & Class II Kelly valves may be utilized as a
Drill Stem Safety Valve or as an Upper or Lower Kelly
Cock and is designed to hold pressure from both
directions. The full bore Kelly Valve provides bores
equivalent to the drill pipe or tubing connections and
won’t interfere with running tools like core barrels or
survey tools.

TIW® Safety Valves
TIW Stab-In Safety Valve is designed to quickly stab into
the drill pipe or tubing and close in case a well kicks.
This compact and easy to handle, yet very strong valve
is designed to only hold pressure from below the ball.

From simple single zone completions to complex
multi-zone completions, horizontal or extended
reach applications, TIW’s extensive experience in
completion tools provide the opportunity to work
with our customers to efficiently design a completion
package to optimize their production capability.
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Specialized Rental Tools

TIW Capabilities
®

Our unique family of specialized service tools stems from
listening to our customers’ needs and developing custom
designed fit-for-purpose tools to accommodate specific
service requirements. When you are facing a unique
challenge, give our team an opportunity to bring more
than 98 years of experience in downhole tool development
to the table to work with you in solving the issues. From
slot/casing recovery to opening collapsed sections of
pipe to running liners in tight tolerance applications,
TIW specialized tools are designed to save time and
set your operations back on track.

Window Cutting Products
TIW manufactures an extensive line of whipstock anchors
and anchor packers, thru tubing tools and multilateral
access tools worldwide. The TIW engineering and
operations teams work closely with service providers
and operators, providing fit-for-purpose designs to meet
continually challenging side tracking and multilateral
applications. From simple window milling operations
to complex coil tubing deployed thru tubing tools, TIW
brings extensive knowledge to bear on the design and
manufacturing of window cutting products.
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TIW® Capabilities

TIW® Locations

VALUE PROPOSITION

Manufacturing

Engineering

As an industry leader in drilling and well completions,

TIW manufacturing facilities are designed to
accommodate a wide variety of manufacturing
processes. The Houston plant, hub of our
manufacturing facilities, is equipped with the
most up to date CNC, NC and HMC machine
tools, which can accommodate up to 30 inches
in diameter and 120 inches in length.

TIW engineering department, located in the corporate
office in Houston, Texas, serves all of TIW’s manufacturing
facilities as well as assisting our district locations, divisions,
and agents worldwide. TIW engineers have an average of 26
years experience in designing, manufacturing, and testing
downhole oilfield products.

TIW® offers custom-engineered solutions to meet customers’
needs. TIW’s willingness to provide solutions customers
cannot get elsewhere and do whatever it takes to solve
their problem, differentiates us from our competitors. New
product development is key to sustaining our leadership in
the industry and we are committed to the continuance of the
innovative spirit established by the Pearce family in 1917.

MISSION + PROMISE
To continue to build on TIW’s long and proud tradition of
bringing new and innovative solutions to the oil and gas
industry in every major producing region in the world.
With a reputation for innovation that spans nearly 100 years,
TIW will continue to lead the way in the development of new
drilling and completion technologies. Custom-engineered
solutions, fit-for-purpose manufacturing capabilities, streamlined
processes, faster response to customer needs, and reduced
delivery schedules all add up to better economics and a greater
return on our customers’ financial investment.

Our Manual Shop Division consists of machine
tools with metal working capabilities to 35 inches
in diameter and lengths to 20 feet. All machines
are expertly maintained and calibrated to provide
the best in surface finishes and thread integrity.
Our Assembly Division is fully equipped with
torque, pressing and pressure testing equipment.
Our Youngsville and Canada plants are equal in
metal working and assembly processes.
TIW has furthered its manufacturing capabilities
with the addition of our Honing Division. Our
honing machines and deep bore machine have
metal working capabilities to 20¼ inches internal
diameters and lengths to 84 feet for the honing
machine and 15½ feet for the boring machine.
TIW maintains a well-equipped and expertly
staffed manufacturing facility. It is our obligation
to our customers to provide the best in quality
and timely deliveries.

TIW® Engineering Innovation Worldwide

Sales and Service

Research and Development

Headquartered in Houston, Texas, TIW®, A Dril-Quip
Company, manufactures and markets downhole
tools for the oil & gas industry worldwide. Along with
manufacturing facilities in Houston, Texas, Youngsville,
Louisiana, and Nisku, Alberta, Canada, TIW maintains a
comprehensive network of authorized sales and service
representatives in most oil & gas producing regions of
the world.

TIW’s commitment to quality does not stop at the plant
loading dock. TIW’s sales staff is ready to respond
to inquiries and offer quality solutions to meet our
customers’ needs. Our experienced and trained service
technicians are available around the clock to install and
run TIW products, providing the final link in the quality
control operation. The results speak for themselves.
After thousands of liners run, TIW has established an
excellent success rate.

Our two acre facility, adjacent to the TIW Headquarters
in Houston, includes a 19,200 square ft building
that houses a variety of testing equipment. The TIW
R&D Center is a vital part of the TIW commitment
to develop cost effective tools for the oil & gas
industry and allows us to continue to be a leader
in bringing new and innovative completion systems
to our customers.

Our authorized representatives are carefully selected
to ensure quality performance in servicing the customers’
requirements. TIW provides full technical support and
training and is committed to providing a worldwide
network of quality sales and service personnel to meet
our customers’ needs, whenever and wherever the
call comes. Our client list includes most major and
independent oil & gas E&P companies.

Quality
Our company wide quality programs ensure the
performance, safety, and reliability of all our products
in meeting our customers’ requirements. TIW’s quality
program is structured to meet ISO 9001, API Q1,
and BS-5750. With these standards as a solid base,
TIW maintains rigorous quality practices throughout
the organization.

TIW® Region Locations
UNITED STATES
CANADA

TIW engineering utilizes state of the art computer software
in their design and calculations to provide products to meet
the needs of today’s industry. Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
and rapid prototype modeling give our engineers the ability
to verify product performance before it is rendered in steel.

MEXICO
ECUADOR

The TIW engineering department works closely with the
manufacturing and quality staff to ensure products meet
specifications and continually strive to improve performance.
In our R&D facility our engineers, manufacturing and quality
staff continuously work to develop new products and make
improvements on existing products.

VENEZUELA
UNITED KINGDOM
HUNGARY

“

Get the job done right whenever
and wherever the call comes and
if you find a better way, do it.

SINGAPORE
TIW AGENTS

TIW® and/or partnering TIW® agents operate in the following locations.
Please contact your local TIW Representative or visit www.tiwoiltools.com for more information.
From the first design concept to the successful
completion at the well site, TIW produces quality
products and delivers quality service.

North America

South America

Africa

Middle East

Europe

Asia

United States

Colombia

Algeria

Abu Dhabi

Azerbaijan

Indonesia

Each facility within TIW maintains quality control
with traceability to API and NIST standards under
the guidance of corporate directions. Together,
they support the commitment to produce
the highest quality products to meet our
customer’s requirements.

Canada

Ecuador

Angola

Iraq

France

Japan

Mexico

Venezuela

Congo

Qatar

Hungary

Singapore

Gabon

Saudi Arabia

Kazakhstan

Vietnam

TIW maintains two certifications for our Quality
Management System from ABS and API. Annual
audits by both certification providers ensure the
TIW quality processes continue to meet and
exceed the industry standards.

Nigeria

Norway

Egypt

Russia
United Kingdom
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TIW® Locations

VALUE PROPOSITION
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most up to date CNC, NC and HMC machine
tools, which can accommodate up to 30 inches
in diameter and 120 inches in length.

TIW engineering department, located in the corporate
office in Houston, Texas, serves all of TIW’s manufacturing
facilities as well as assisting our district locations, divisions,
and agents worldwide. TIW engineers have an average of 26
years experience in designing, manufacturing, and testing
downhole oilfield products.

TIW® offers custom-engineered solutions to meet customers’
needs. TIW’s willingness to provide solutions customers
cannot get elsewhere and do whatever it takes to solve
their problem, differentiates us from our competitors. New
product development is key to sustaining our leadership in
the industry and we are committed to the continuance of the
innovative spirit established by the Pearce family in 1917.

MISSION + PROMISE
To continue to build on TIW’s long and proud tradition of
bringing new and innovative solutions to the oil and gas
industry in every major producing region in the world.
With a reputation for innovation that spans nearly 100 years,
TIW will continue to lead the way in the development of new
drilling and completion technologies. Custom-engineered
solutions, fit-for-purpose manufacturing capabilities, streamlined
processes, faster response to customer needs, and reduced
delivery schedules all add up to better economics and a greater
return on our customers’ financial investment.

Our Manual Shop Division consists of machine
tools with metal working capabilities to 35 inches
in diameter and lengths to 20 feet. All machines
are expertly maintained and calibrated to provide
the best in surface finishes and thread integrity.
Our Assembly Division is fully equipped with
torque, pressing and pressure testing equipment.
Our Youngsville and Canada plants are equal in
metal working and assembly processes.
TIW has furthered its manufacturing capabilities
with the addition of our Honing Division. Our
honing machines and deep bore machine have
metal working capabilities to 20¼ inches internal
diameters and lengths to 84 feet for the honing
machine and 15½ feet for the boring machine.
TIW maintains a well-equipped and expertly
staffed manufacturing facility. It is our obligation
to our customers to provide the best in quality
and timely deliveries.

TIW® Engineering Innovation Worldwide
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Research and Development

Headquartered in Houston, Texas, TIW®, A Dril-Quip
Company, manufactures and markets downhole
tools for the oil & gas industry worldwide. Along with
manufacturing facilities in Houston, Texas, Youngsville,
Louisiana, and Nisku, Alberta, Canada, TIW maintains a
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representatives in most oil & gas producing regions of
the world.

TIW’s commitment to quality does not stop at the plant
loading dock. TIW’s sales staff is ready to respond
to inquiries and offer quality solutions to meet our
customers’ needs. Our experienced and trained service
technicians are available around the clock to install and
run TIW products, providing the final link in the quality
control operation. The results speak for themselves.
After thousands of liners run, TIW has established an
excellent success rate.

Our two acre facility, adjacent to the TIW Headquarters
in Houston, includes a 19,200 square ft building
that houses a variety of testing equipment. The TIW
R&D Center is a vital part of the TIW commitment
to develop cost effective tools for the oil & gas
industry and allows us to continue to be a leader
in bringing new and innovative completion systems
to our customers.

Our authorized representatives are carefully selected
to ensure quality performance in servicing the customers’
requirements. TIW provides full technical support and
training and is committed to providing a worldwide
network of quality sales and service personnel to meet
our customers’ needs, whenever and wherever the
call comes. Our client list includes most major and
independent oil & gas E&P companies.
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Our company wide quality programs ensure the
performance, safety, and reliability of all our products
in meeting our customers’ requirements. TIW’s quality
program is structured to meet ISO 9001, API Q1,
and BS-5750. With these standards as a solid base,
TIW maintains rigorous quality practices throughout
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TIW® Region Locations
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in their design and calculations to provide products to meet
the needs of today’s industry. Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
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Get the job done right whenever
and wherever the call comes and
if you find a better way, do it.

SINGAPORE
TIW AGENTS

TIW® and/or partnering TIW® agents operate in the following locations.
Please contact your local TIW Representative or visit www.tiwoiltools.com for more information.
From the first design concept to the successful
completion at the well site, TIW produces quality
products and delivers quality service.

North America

South America

Africa

Middle East
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United States
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Abu Dhabi
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Indonesia

Each facility within TIW maintains quality control
with traceability to API and NIST standards under
the guidance of corporate directions. Together,
they support the commitment to produce
the highest quality products to meet our
customer’s requirements.

Canada

Ecuador

Angola

Iraq

France

Japan

Mexico

Venezuela

Congo

Qatar
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Singapore
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TIW maintains two certifications for our Quality
Management System from ABS and API. Annual
audits by both certification providers ensure the
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exceed the industry standards.
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processes, faster response to customer needs, and reduced
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tools with metal working capabilities to 35 inches
in diameter and lengths to 20 feet. All machines
are expertly maintained and calibrated to provide
the best in surface finishes and thread integrity.
Our Assembly Division is fully equipped with
torque, pressing and pressure testing equipment.
Our Youngsville and Canada plants are equal in
metal working and assembly processes.
TIW has furthered its manufacturing capabilities
with the addition of our Honing Division. Our
honing machines and deep bore machine have
metal working capabilities to 20¼ inches internal
diameters and lengths to 84 feet for the honing
machine and 15½ feet for the boring machine.
TIW maintains a well-equipped and expertly
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to our customers to provide the best in quality
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the world.
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loading dock. TIW’s sales staff is ready to respond
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customers’ needs. Our experienced and trained service
technicians are available around the clock to install and
run TIW products, providing the final link in the quality
control operation. The results speak for themselves.
After thousands of liners run, TIW has established an
excellent success rate.

Our two acre facility, adjacent to the TIW Headquarters
in Houston, includes a 19,200 square ft building
that houses a variety of testing equipment. The TIW
R&D Center is a vital part of the TIW commitment
to develop cost effective tools for the oil & gas
industry and allows us to continue to be a leader
in bringing new and innovative completion systems
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Our authorized representatives are carefully selected
to ensure quality performance in servicing the customers’
requirements. TIW provides full technical support and
training and is committed to providing a worldwide
network of quality sales and service personnel to meet
our customers’ needs, whenever and wherever the
call comes. Our client list includes most major and
independent oil & gas E&P companies.
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Our company wide quality programs ensure the
performance, safety, and reliability of all our products
in meeting our customers’ requirements. TIW’s quality
program is structured to meet ISO 9001, API Q1,
and BS-5750. With these standards as a solid base,
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TIW engineering utilizes state of the art computer software
in their design and calculations to provide products to meet
the needs of today’s industry. Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
and rapid prototype modeling give our engineers the ability
to verify product performance before it is rendered in steel.
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TIW® and/or partnering TIW® agents operate in the following locations.
Please contact your local TIW Representative or visit www.tiwoiltools.com for more information.
From the first design concept to the successful
completion at the well site, TIW produces quality
products and delivers quality service.
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Each facility within TIW maintains quality control
with traceability to API and NIST standards under
the guidance of corporate directions. Together,
they support the commitment to produce
the highest quality products to meet our
customer’s requirements.
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TIW maintains two certifications for our Quality
Management System from ABS and API. Annual
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Products + Services
Liner Hanger Systems

Completion Packers

TIW manufactures and sells a complete line of downhole
tools for setting and cementing liners over a wide range
of depths, weights, and sizes. Mechanical or hydraulic
set hangers together with packers, set shoes, float collars,
landing collars, liner extension assemblies, pack off
bushings, packer bore receptacles, and other tools can
be combined to meet the conditions of any well,
anywhere in the world.

TIW continues to respond to the oil and gas industry with
a complete line of innovative completion tools designed
for maximum flexibility, simplicity and reliability. Whether
the application requirement is production, stimulation,
gravel pack or testing, TIW has a field-proven packer to
meet the challenge.

Expandable Systems
TIW has a wealth of experience across the globe in
expandable systems and industry-proven expandable
technology including conventional liner casing
applications and straddle-pack type systems. Expandable
systems have also proven an effective tool in extending
production capabilities in older developed fields.

TIW® Kelly Valves
TIW is the original designer and manufacturer of balltype Safety and Kelly valves. Our strict adherence to
API specifications along with our quality requirements
ensures our customers that TIW valves are the highest
quality valves in the market.
TIW Class I & Class II Kelly valves may be utilized as a
Drill Stem Safety Valve or as an Upper or Lower Kelly
Cock and is designed to hold pressure from both
directions. The full bore Kelly Valve provides bores
equivalent to the drill pipe or tubing connections and
won’t interfere with running tools like core barrels or
survey tools.

TIW® Safety Valves
TIW Stab-In Safety Valve is designed to quickly stab into
the drill pipe or tubing and close in case a well kicks.
This compact and easy to handle, yet very strong valve
is designed to only hold pressure from below the ball.

From simple single zone completions to complex
multi-zone completions, horizontal or extended
reach applications, TIW’s extensive experience in
completion tools provide the opportunity to work
with our customers to efficiently design a completion
package to optimize their production capability.
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TIW Capabilities
®

Our unique family of specialized service tools stems from
listening to our customers’ needs and developing custom
designed fit-for-purpose tools to accommodate specific
service requirements. When you are facing a unique
challenge, give our team an opportunity to bring more
than 98 years of experience in downhole tool development
to the table to work with you in solving the issues. From
slot/casing recovery to opening collapsed sections of
pipe to running liners in tight tolerance applications,
TIW specialized tools are designed to save time and
set your operations back on track.

Window Cutting Products
TIW manufactures an extensive line of whipstock anchors
and anchor packers, thru tubing tools and multilateral
access tools worldwide. The TIW engineering and
operations teams work closely with service providers
and operators, providing fit-for-purpose designs to meet
continually challenging side tracking and multilateral
applications. From simple window milling operations
to complex coil tubing deployed thru tubing tools, TIW
brings extensive knowledge to bear on the design and
manufacturing of window cutting products.
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Cock and is designed to hold pressure from both
directions. The full bore Kelly Valve provides bores
equivalent to the drill pipe or tubing connections and
won’t interfere with running tools like core barrels or
survey tools.

TIW® Safety Valves
TIW Stab-In Safety Valve is designed to quickly stab into
the drill pipe or tubing and close in case a well kicks.
This compact and easy to handle, yet very strong valve
is designed to only hold pressure from below the ball.

From simple single zone completions to complex
multi-zone completions, horizontal or extended
reach applications, TIW’s extensive experience in
completion tools provide the opportunity to work
with our customers to efficiently design a completion
package to optimize their production capability.
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listening to our customers’ needs and developing custom
designed fit-for-purpose tools to accommodate specific
service requirements. When you are facing a unique
challenge, give our team an opportunity to bring more
than 98 years of experience in downhole tool development
to the table to work with you in solving the issues. From
slot/casing recovery to opening collapsed sections of
pipe to running liners in tight tolerance applications,
TIW specialized tools are designed to save time and
set your operations back on track.

Window Cutting Products
TIW manufactures an extensive line of whipstock anchors
and anchor packers, thru tubing tools and multilateral
access tools worldwide. The TIW engineering and
operations teams work closely with service providers
and operators, providing fit-for-purpose designs to meet
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to complex coil tubing deployed thru tubing tools, TIW
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